A Digital Transformation Checklist for Employee Communication

This digital transformation checklist can help you ensure your team stays in the loop:

- **Create your communication plan:** Decide ahead of time how and what you will communicate with your team. Ensure key decision-makers provide a steady stream of information so you can keep everyone up to date.

- **Commit to transparency:** Surveys by Gallup consistently show that barely more than 20% of employees are fully engaged with their work. Often, it's because companies don't keep their teams informed about what's going on. Commit to transparency throughout the digital transformation process to encourage engagement.

- **Choose your internal communication tool:** Most companies employ internal communication software to facilitate consistent messaging, such as an employee intranet. You may want to use a tool like Haiilo, a multichannel employee communication platform that lets you share content across multiple channels, improve employee engagement, align your workforce, and increase workplace productivity.

- **Dedicate resources toward employee communication:** Even if you have the right communication software in place, it will be effective only if you use it properly. Not only do you want to deliver information to every member of your team, but you also want them to engage with you. This happens only if you dedicate resources to maintaining effective communication.

- **Ensure timely and consistent information flow:** For companies that rank among the best workplaces, there's one consistent message: Employees overwhelmingly say that communication is a top priority. This requires a consistent approach and a commitment to keeping employees informed.
Beware of information overload: Delivering a fire hose of information to every team member can cause some employees to tune everything out. Consider segmenting information to deliver the relevant content that specific work groups need to know. This is one place where internal communication software can be extremely helpful in creating and managing different work groups.

Encourage engagement and conversation: The most effective way to ensure your messaging is resonating is by encouraging engagement. Promoting two-way conversations and answering questions can help your team better understand and retain information.

Take the team’s temperature: Throughout the digital transformation, check in with your team about whether everyone feels that they’re receiving the information they need. Your communication software should facilitate polling, surveys, or other ways to gauge employees’ sentiments. You should regularly ask for feedback about your internal comms and whether you are providing the information your team needs.

Make information accessible: Email might be a good way to get a message out quickly, but it’s less effective when people need to access resources. A better solution is using your employee comms platform as a single source of truth.

Develop a resource hub: A dedicated channel on your communication platform can help provide the depth of information different team members need. While some may just need to know about changes, others may need insight into more technical details. Creating a hub for how-to documents, video explainers, and educational material can help.

Make navigation easy: Within your intranet or company app, make documentation searchable so it’s easy to find. You should also create relevant channels, such as announcements, technical documents, and onboarding information. You may want to segment information specifically for work groups or remote employees as well.

Take a multichannel approach: Employees don’t always read all of their emails or take the time to check the intranet. Make sure you are communicating across multiple channels and meeting your employees where and how they work. This requires an integrated internal communication platform to unify your messaging across channels.

Monitor and measure engagement: Throughout the digital transformation, you want to keep an eye on what pieces of content employees are engaging with. This can help inform you about whether you are meeting your objectives.
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